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Mr Matiur Rahman Chowdhury
Place of Residence: London
Sector: Media (Journalist)

M

r Matiur Rahman Chowdhury
is an executive member of the
London Bangla Press Club. The
News Editor for Euro Bangla
Newspaper has quickly established himself as a valuable member of the since arriving from
Bangladesh. Born in Kulaura,
Moulvibazar
district
of
Bangladesh, Mr Chowdhury completed
his
education
in
Bangladesh before moving to the
UK.
Mr Chowdhury attended the local
high
school
in
Kulaura,
Moulvibazar where he completed
his S.S.C examinations and
progressed on to Moulvibazar’s
Komolgonj College to complete his
H.S.C studies. The Euro Bangla
News Editor completed both his
BSS and MSS in Political Science

from Jogonnath University.
After completing his masters, Mr
Chowdhury
joined
BRAC’s
research evaluation department
and was based at the organisations head office in MohakaliDhaka. Later he was employed as
a Regional Sales Manager for the
Meghna Group and predominately
based in Sylhet, Dhaka and
Chittagong. Mr Chowdhury was a
lecturer of Political Science at
Moulvibazar’s Bhatera College in
Kulaura before moving to the UK.
Once in the UK, Mr Chowdhury
continued working in the marketing
industry and was recruited by the
Euro Bangla Newspaper to help
improve their sales and soon
worked his way up through consistently working hard and learning
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new skills to the position of News
Editor. In addition to his full time
role in print media, Mr Chowdhury
is engaged in various non-profit
social welfare organisations. He
was the founder Secretary of
Udoyachol Jonokollan Songsta
project in Kulaura, Moulzibazar,
Bangladesh, as well as a Joint
Secretary of Kulaura Chatro
Kollyan Songsta in Dhaka. Mr
Chowdhury was also a member of
Dhaka’s Jalalabad Association.
Mr Chowdhury has two brothers
and five sisters and is married with
one son. For the foreseeable
future, the Euro Bangla News
Editor wants to continue helping
the poor as well as developing
more educational projects in
Bangladesh.

